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as many different guys as possible,
After he'd slept his way Uirough the
M4M4SEX regulars, he joined other

Is it love...

sites. "Most of the time I was logged
onto at least one sex hook.up site," he
said. "It was a hug distraction My pro-

ductivity plummeted. My boss won-

Has the Internet ruined

gay romance?

dered what was going on." On top of it,
Stephen's crystal addiction was costing
him a fortune.
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Petei; an actor iii Hell's 1\ itchen, is a

By MARK GOEBEL

i.,r Stephen..a marketing executive

c.asual iiei~ One ilight, he awoke at 2
a.m. "Before the Internet I would have
just jerked off looking at porn and then
gone back to sleep," he said. "I certain.
ly wOllldn't have !:nne out to a bar. But

at a large multinational company hased
in Midtown, it all started out innocently cnOllgh a year ago. Tired of hal'S,

online anrt 30 minutes laier 1had some.

lonely, amI bored with his sex life, al the

one at my apartment to have sex with,"

urging of friends he decided to try
Internet sex hook-up sites.
Stephen joinoo the city's most popular
site, M4M4SEX. "It was exciting, All

with the Internet, it was easy, t got

As easy as pizza delivery
According to Dr. Patrick Carnes, edi-

it some sexually complÙsive symptoms,

pIe this way, including knowing a per.

and 5 percent acknowledge that it has

son's HJV stalus before getling together

become a problem in their lives.
Parsons urges caution, however, in
drawing quick conclusions. "Because the
study of sexual addiction has just hegun
in earnest, the definition of what consti.

where it is difficult to lalk and most

those hot men right Uiey're all the screen,

tor of "In the Shadow of the Net:
Breaking lree of Comptùsive Sexual

mine for the asking," sail! Stephen, 28.
Handsome and in gret shape, he had 110

Behavior," the Internet's accessibility,
anonymity and affordahilty make it an

problem hookiiig up. "Almost every time
I wanted to connect, I did,"

alluring arena for compulsive sexnal

It didn't take long, however, for

Stephen to fall into the Interiet's black

hook-up sites are like crack cocaine,"
he said, "highly addictive, very difficult

hole. "Like most guys my age, r dapiiled

to give up with the potential to destroy

in the scene. I went to the Roxy once in
a while and took drugs casually. A few

lives. Once you get hooked, it's all about
getting your next fix,"

slippery slope that they're not even aware

times I went home with somebody. We

People with sex and intimacy issues

of. "I'd be less than candid if i said Uiat I

His best friend Pablo agreed: "Onc£'

were both high and the sex is great."
gecau"e his experience with sex and

are more likely to be sexiially complÙ'
sive and get addicted to online hookup
.iles. iioted Robin Cato, executive direc.

wasn't primarily looking for SeX when i

you've figured how to navigate the hull.

tor of the Council 011 Sex.ual Aèdiíttrm

n"..t Mr. Right or at lea.t somebody who

drli~ Wus tu.~\ ~il\d q,ei!med i~ (~~ntr'OJ.

when Stephen disc-Overed that many of
the guys online, particularly in Chelsea

behavior, "lor sex addicts, Internet sex

with them since our members are asked
to list it in their profies."
online sex sites is a lot bet"Cruising
ter than hanging out in smoky bars

tutes complÙsive sexual behavior tends people just stand around afraid to meet
anybody new," said Turtle Bay resident
to be brod and is stil fluid," he said,
lor Stephen, Peter and others, it's a MichaeL. "And it is a lot easier to get

first started," Stephen said. "But in the
back of my mind I was hoping I might

laid online than at XL or Splash,"

shit - and admittedly there is plenty of

it on tlie Web - it's a lot more effcien t
and cheaper than going out."

and Compulsivity. She added that siiigle

I would like to 'go OUI On " ù",c:itb.

Jm~ :1 :?.l~.y£'ai' 0lc11;ompl.ter program-

where he lives, were into crystal. and
l.HB.infused seX marathons (PNP), he

men living alone are at greatest risk
"because there is nothing in place, no

mer in Chelsea. has met some uf J lÏ.=

didn't give it a second thought.
Before long, he was play ing a few
times a week. "1 also started doing it
during weekdays, sometimes the night
before a big meeting at work," he said.

family, friends or partner to stop them
from going onliiie and getting lost in
that world. The Internet makes it easy
for people to tap into an addictive part

Never did I think the Internet woiitd take
a hold of me the way it did." Stephen is
now in a 12-step recovery program.
Randy, in the Bronx, hasn't found

we would get bored with each other sex.

what he is looking for: love, "I waiit a

ually, but stayed friends."
Bottom line: Seeking sex (and possi.
bly friendship) online is no longer con.

"Not only did I get addicted to the
sex, hut hefore r knew it I had a problem
with crystal." In less Uian nine months,
Stephen had become a cl-ystaHueled
sex addict a "tina whore."

He needed more and more sex with

.~ ..-:

~~
-~l

of themselves they may not have

known ahout or explored hefore."

physical and emotional connection

with someone special," he said. "1 am
shy and I gness I have a fear of intima,

psychology at Hunter College and a

cy. In my loneliness I turned to the
Internet. I don't use the dating sites.

researcher for an ongoing study on how

They seem to complicated."

Jeff Parsons, an associate professor of

sexual addiction afects gay men, says
upwards of 20 perænl of gay men exhib-

An 'effcient' alternative to bars

best friends online. "Typicaliy we'd

hook up a couple of times for sex, then

sidered strange 01' shameful hehavior.

Social acceptance and effciency, how.
ever, doesn't mean that surfing the Web

for emotional and physical intimacy is
healthy behavior, particularly with
rampant partying and unsafe sex,
On a typical Saturday night around

Of course, not everybody surfing

midnight, an admittedly iioii-scientific

online sex sites ends up in. rehab like
Stephen or lonely like Randy. For many
gay New Yorkers it's a great alternative

survey of two sites found around a

to bars and clubs.

her into barebacking.

"Online sex hookup sites are every.
thing that the Internet ever promised, a

dùne on the Internet and drugs, unsafe

service that is personalized, customized

s'ex and compulsive behavioi; but one is

and real time, bringing new effciency
to an essential human need," Katherine
Mieszkowski wrote in a 20 Salon arti.

Center for HlV I AIDS Educational

cle on M4M4SEX.

Chris Notile, marketing director for
M4I14SEX's biggest competitor on the
East Coast, BO,OOl)member Boston.

hased Manhunt.net, agreed: "It's milch
more effcient than a har. It's easy to
find the hiiild, look and sexual activity
you're looking for. The site gives people

another outlet for sex and there are
many positive aspects to meeting peo-

quarter of the 500 people online speci.
fying P&P. and a not.insignifcant

num.

No conclusive studies have been
under way. Parsons is working with the

Studies and Training.
Sex hookup sites make it easier for
men to meet their sexual complÙsive

needs, he said. Also, sex addicts are more
likely to engage in unprotected anal sex.
He added that drug use among men in his
study is high, even compared to the gay
population as a whole with its high rela.
tive rates of u..,age. The study represents
i
Please see LOCAL LIFE on Page 21
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president of customer products, Jeff

and education,

chat rooms. AOL enabled gays in remote
areas across the country to communicate and meet other like-minded people.

In urban areas, chat rooms tended to be
used to arrange sexual liaisons. Gay
chat rooms burst into the public spotlight in 1999 when 14 men iÌi San

dent Bob. "They can hide behind the

Web's anonymity. I have never còme

across so many rude people. People who

say they're on their way over and don't
show up or give you a phony address."
If numbers are any indication, how-

ever, unseemly or unsafe behavior isn't
much of a deterrent.
The granddaddy of sex hookup sites,

turnèd to the Internet and sex hookup

sites to deal with feelings of isolation.
"There is a hole in my life. I am lonely,"
said Peter from Staten Island. "So I fil it
with the Internet."

Angeles-based Sex4HotMen, added,

fear of intimacy since most encounters

vide a means for people to communicate

and connect. What they do once they
have is their business."

few online junkies whò haven't given up
finding love. According to Kitterton, the
number of profies on Gay.com
Personals and PlanetOut PersonalsPlus

ing service, has launched a sex hookup
site, albeit one less racy than M4M4Sex.

company, best known for its online dat-

PlanetOut, the biggest gay Internet

online sex sites offer.

(including your vital stats and the scenes
you're into), give a brief description of
yourself, upload pictues, and chose an
online moniker. Screen names range frm
to, the-point (btm4top) to banal (bigdick) to

of $10 a month (a few are stil free). Al
you need to do is fil out a questionnai

of high trafc and potential big bucks that

giants, gay and stright, ca't resist the lure

Joining an Internet sex hookup site
takes about 15 minutes and costs upward

petiors from coast to coast? Even Internet

sex practices,"

As far as graphic language (including
invitations to engage in unprotected sex

about safe,

about love, relationships and sex? .

relationship? Is it time for the gay community to develop a new consciousness

ing the emotional tools necessary to find a
life partner and build a long-term loving

be very easy for them to program their
sites with pop-ups or instat messages

hook-up take a person away from develop-

beings? Does the drive for the next sexual

overemphasize the sexual part of our

tubs and the piers?) of our tendency to

Are online sex sites just the latest manifestation (remember phot1e sex lines, the

Planing Group. "For example, it would

"They could be doing a lot more,"
lamented Brett Larson, former community co-chair of New York's HI Prvention

lins to AIS organizations.

gras. Both M4M4Sex and Manunt have

Is it any wonder that M4M4Sex, launched
four years ago in New York, San Francisco
and Los Angeles, has spawned a host of com-

It's easy - maybe too easy

online looking for sex then you're probably
not emotionaly available for dating."

fees go to AIS service and substace pro-

percent of visited sites in the world.

my own experience, if you're constatly

the 2 milion mark in January.

percent of Sex4HotMen's membership

site owners say they act responsibly. Five

online matchmaking services passed

York-based M4M4Sex is among the top 1

are short and very superficial,"
Alan of Brooklyn Heights added, "Frm

tr to control what their members do, sex,

While they believe it's not their role to

John of Manhattan, who surfs both dat-

ing and sex sites, says, "It gives me an outlet to meet other people, but also feeds my

tion than the phone company. We pro-

on the Internet, there are more than a

for the spread of disease or drug addic-

manind. We are no more responsible

Many gay men (ask your friends) have

Stephen Suess, co-founder of Los

world live in big cities" rings true today.

bathhouse."

online, they'd be at a bar or

tor, Phil Henricks. "If they're not

way," said M4M4SEX's marketing direc-

pendent Internet trafic monitor, New

fie, According to Alexa.com, an inde-

questionnaire and writing a short pro-

ble of uploading pictures, filing out a

bers worldwide, 15,000 in New York
alone. That's people who go to the trou-

M4M4SEX is approaching 200,000 mem-

came down with syphils.
While sex is clearly the biggest seller

Francisco who met in AOL chat rooms

"Compulsive behavior is as old as

enon started about five years ago in AOL

anything to get laid," said Queens resi-

ing ilegal activities are alowed. "Our

bad taste?) of their members. ''If you
have an addiction, whether it's drugs or
sex, it's going to manifest itself in some

members want to show themselves in the
best possible light," said Henricks. "For
some people it's their dick or asshole."
The old saw, "the loneliest people in the

aren't responsible for the behavior. (or

competitors.
.
The Internet sex and dating phenom-

on Web sex sites. "People wil say and do

work, the gym or even bars is the norm

company's dating services' most serious

selves of any responsibility. "M4M4SEX
was created so that it would be uncensored," said Henricks.
Basicay, no children or pictues depict-

mask on, and a man covered in latex with
slits for his eyes and mouth.
Operators of gay sex sites say they're

considered unacceptable behavior at

Health issues aside, what would be

including ethicity, HIV status, income

Kitterton, says that sex sites are his

concerned, the site owners fall back on
the First Amendment to absolve them-

a broad range of the gay community

diapers, somebody wearing just a gas

and PNP) and demeaning photos are

(nycumdump). Photos include XX shots,
passport photos, guys having sex, a guy in

LIFE on Page 19

clever (pyrotechnic) to demeaning

Continued from LOCAL

largest provider of online dating services, cleverly named adam4adam, recently
made its Web debut. PlanetOut vice-
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I Îocal news

What happened to
Demise of design label

points up pitfalls of
gay-identified brands.

in glamorous places such

as Rodeo Drive, Madison Avenue, and South
Beach to sell to d~partment stores like Saks
Fifh Avenue and Bloomingdale's,

To make it to the big time, however,
Dragon had to broaden his designs'
appeal- a tough task for a clothing line so

By MARK GOEBEL

For many gay men, the storefront on
Seventh Avenue and 17th Street ~erved as a
vilage square, where they could check out
the most up. to-date

clubwear while buying

tickets to the hottest party. Today, however,

the storefront with the familar "Raymond

closely identified with the gay market.
Only a handful have managed to do so,
Southern California's International Male
being one of them,
You can't fault Dragon for not trying,
however, He went so far as putting together
a women's collection,

"It's dicult for niche clothing line to

Dragon" logo, in a tyeface as streamlined
as the muscle-emphasizing clothes them-

transform itself, both in terms of design and

selves, stands forlorn and empty.
Clearly, the weak local economy played a

appeal," said David Hatfeld, an IB-year vet-

role. Few Chelsea Boys - even die-hard

extensively with wholesalers and department stores. The list of failurs from the

Roxy-goers - can aford to buy a $50 tan top
or $165 pants when their jobs are at risk.

According to Dragon, however, he just
go tired of dealing with the "lowest of the
low." Translation: fashion people, "I wasn't
wiling to sell my soul for fashion," he said.
"It was never really my passion,"

marketing, into something with broad

eran of the fashion industry who has worked

women's and men's fashion world, straight
and gay, is as long as a DJ's guest list and
includes Todd Oldham and Isaac Mizrahi.

Difficulty breaking into

Dragon is now running his own adultvideo production company and, he said, having a lot more fun, He's also trying to put his

the mainstream

12-year stint as a designer behind htm.
But it seems Raymond Dragon's d31nisc
as a designer was about more than thr- Dow's
drop, New York's high unemployment rate or

Finland's unsuccessfu forlly into clothing,

Ranney, who spearheaded Tom of
says it's difcult for a designer who stated
by focusing on the gay market to make the

transition to a broader market: "The design-

simply being fed-up with a fickle industr At
the end of the day, Dragon couldn't success-

ers who have done well- John Bartlett and

fuly crack the wholesale or department

ever market exclusively to gays,"

store markets, two places critical to a designer's long-terni viability.

Body-hugging clothes for clones
A former Colt model, Dragon started
designing clothes in 1990, "From the get go,
he had a lot going for him. Great looks, an
edgy personality a supportive press, and the
kind of clothes gay men wanted to wear,"

Jean.Paul Gaultier come to mind - didn't

According to Dragon, today it's near
impût:sibìe for a small àesigner to get into
department stores. "You need big money to
approach the big chains that dominnte the

hdustry," he said. ';And if you're lucky
enough to get in, good luck getting paid in
six months - if you get anything at all,"

underwear, from Calvin Klein and 2xist to

"They have a type of clothing that is dif.
ficult to find in small and medium towns,"

high.end designers Gucci and Prada: Al

said Hatfield. "Plus, International Male

once found only on gay men but have been

doesn't have to deal with wholesalers or

tank tops and shirts to designer shoes to

since embraced by heterosexuals.

To add insult to injury, department stores

began to steal his ideas, Dragon recaled the
time five people from the Limited came to his

Brealdng out of the gay ghetto

said Julius Lumsden, women's clothing

store in Chelsea to check out his new line of

designer and a costue designer for the New
York City Balet.
"Ray did a fabulous

bathing suits. "Two weeks later, I saw an
exact copy of one of my suits, down to the
embroidery in one

Ranney and other brand and marketing
professionals believe that "gay marketing"
may have run its courSe. "It's not that the

job as a designer and a

of their stores,"

retail trendsetter,"

added fashion brand

and marketing con.
sultant Tim Ranney,

"His body-fitted style

Why did Raymond Dragon,
the quintessential,

said Dragon, who
says his only
recourse would
have been to sue

and synthetic fabrics

high-end, cuting-edge

the company,

were adopted by the

designer of clothing for

world," from designer

the gay marleet, close the

much deeper pockets than he had,

broader fashion
Giorgio Armani to
Banana Republic.

door on his las shop?
What happened to this

Dragon had stores in

fahion industry pioneer?

mass-market retailer

At one time,

Los Angeles, Miami
Beach and Fire Island,
in addition to twice as
much space on Seventh Avenue.

which would have

The irony of
Dragon's failure
is that in many

gay market isn't important. It is, of

department stores."
Near the other end of the spec¡rimi is

Tom of Finland. Although the line had ~
modicum of success - a presence in a rew
department stores and editorial coverage
in a number of crossover men's maga-

zine's, including Men's Fitness, GQ and
Details - its store in Chelseä, an expen-

course," Ranney emphasized, "I just don't
think a business, whether its liquor, cars
or clothing, needs to market specifically to
gays and lesbians any more, Most of what
is considered 'the gay sensibilty' :s now
part of the mainstream,"
Raymond Dragon wasn't the first, the
only, nor, most likely, the last successful
desiger of clothing targeted at the gay mar.

after four years. Ranney, who is writing a
book on his eight-year experience with the
company, says the clothing line failed
because it wasn't true to Tom of Finland's
art work. "Too many designers with big

ket to try to crack the wider straight world.

egos were involved,"

Perhaps more than any gay clothing
company, 25-year.old International Male

appears to have finaly gotten it. Namely:

sively renovated space on :911i Street
between Seventh and Eighth avenues..-was
open only two.and.a-half years.
The clothing line was discontinued

It may have taken Dragon a while, but he

ways gay men are
trendsetters, How

has made the leap to mass appeaL. The San

there's a lot more money to be made getting

Diego.based company, with only a handful

many straight

undressed than dressing people. His return

of retail outlets, does the vast majority of
its business by catalogue and the Internet.

guys went to the
gym 20 years ago?

How many wore
tattoos or pierced their ears?

According to industr insiders, his strate-

Even in the world of fashion, straight

gy was a familar one: Leverage the excite-

men often take their cues (albeit uncon-

generated from retail store,

sciously) from gays, From tight-fiting

ment and press

-l-

A STUD STAR: Raymnd Dragon signs autographs for Titan Men at SBNY 011 N1V. 9.

While it's clothing and accessories

to the mult.

bilion-dollar low-overhead

adult.fim business, a starring role in
"Gorge," has just been released.

aren't likely to be found in a corporate con-

Dragon also has an adult-video distriba

ference room, they do appeal to gays and
straights on both coasts and, in particular,
between, How has International Male succeeded where so many others have failed?

tion and Web site, www.raydragon.com.

that is competing with m4m4sex and

Dragon, he's back ti,
doing what he loves and h3S no rp,:,'cIs

gay.com, According to

marriage. "

Even the most critical of the pan-

civil-liberties organizations are giving
to same-sex marriage.

priority that gay organizations and

spent most of their time disparaging the

-five of the evening's seven panelists

economics of marriage- albeit lightly

Yet, while panelists touched on the

equaliy some gay groups produce rhet-

oric that insults and marginalizes

unmarried people. as well as straight

York University and the author of several
books, on' cultural poliics. She believes

Duggan insisted that in a bid for

"Marriage forces us to frame social justice and resource distribution issues too
narrowly."

of History and American Studies at New

Abolish marriage?
Lisa Duggan is an assistant professor

have endorsed for decades. We should be

transgender," he warned.

acterized as the "economic sanctity of

arguing for ful equality," she added,

Duggan advocated abolishing the

what Queers for Economic Justice char-

term "marriage" altogether "as lesbian
and gay progressives and queer leftsts

reason for the forum was to explore

than the gay white elie who run and

person's martial status,

mostly impact on the less privileged
finance most gay organizations? "Don't
forget many people at Stonewall were

according to need - not according to a

Accounting Offce) should be alocated

that the benefits of marriage (numbering
more than 1,000 according to the General

receive less attention because they

29, was co-sponsored by

crimes and transgender discrimination,
Could it be, he asked, that these issues

changing other issues, including' hate

given to same-sex marriage is short-

According to Spade, the emphasis

marriage?" .

evening: "Why is the LGBT movement
buying into the coercive institution of

Empire State Pride Agenda, the Nation
magazine and the Center. The ostensible

Thursday, April

Marriage: Bush Style," held on

state of affairs. '
The community forum "Love &

Economic Justice last week at the
Center, several activists made it clear
that not everybody is happy about this

question at the end of his opening

has been the gay cause du jour, partly by
choice and partly by circumstance. But
at a meeting organized by Queers for

remarks which set the tone for the

Rivera, Law Project, posed the following

tor, who is also the director of the Sylvia

Member Dean Spade, the forum's modera-

right wing's campaign to exclude samesex couples from the rights that flow
from marriage has created tremendous
pressure on gay-rights advocates to take
up the cause,
Queers for Economic Justice Board

elists, however, acknowledged that the

Since last year, same,sex marriage

By MARK GOEBEL

Activists decry
one-issue politics at
Center forum

rw;:;~i:;;,s
Gays against marriage

Please see AGANST MARRIGE, on PAGE 35

ment," Whitlock emphasized.

groups including the women's move-

build relationships with other oppressed

nomic and social justice. "We need to

waged within the broader context of eco'

fis that flow from marriage should be

movement for social justice and democratic diversity," she said.
In the same vein, Kay Whitlock of the
American Friends Service Committee, a
Quaker social-services group, argued
that the gay fight for the rights and bene-

mine rather than support the broader

couples that don't want to get married,
"The drive for gay-marriage can under-
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Civil Liberties Union, and Roddrick
Colvin, research director of the

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
Policy Instiute, to defend (or at least
explain) why they and other mainstream organizations are fighting so

ried couples in intimate relationships,

"Nor should we convey the message that

all queer people aspire to marriage,"
she added.
Glenn Magpantay, co-chair of the Gay
Asian & Pacifc Islander Men of New
York and staff attorney with the Asian
American Legal Defense and Education

Adams said that same-sex marriage

According to Colvin, the NLGTF

"Gay groups don't want to talk about

which in her view includes marriage.

society's systems of oppression -

battlng for the right to get married, gay
groups should be fighting to dismantle

Queers for Economic Justice and community organizer, said that rather than

Ingrid Rivera, a board member of the

ized within the LGBT community."

gmucke2003(§yahoo,com

ship recognition was the second-most

Yvonne Wasif

"What would you accomplish if you believe it is impossible to fail?" - anonymous

gay elie.

tion that this issue was limited to the

ywasif(§aol.com
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tion policies) for Blacks and Latinos as
well, thereby giving the lie to the asser-

important issue (after non-discrimina-

an NLGTF survey found that partner-
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focuses on providing,a progressive voice
on the same-sex marriage issue, He said

Asians feel overlooked and marginal-

wil be slighted" he said. '~s it is, gay

important to us including immigration

tions endorsed same-sex married, it was
not a priority for either of them,

"Our fear is that other issues more

was a priority partly because it so
impacted his members' lives. He did
concede that Lambda's membership
was largely affluent white gay men and
lesbians, and did not necessarily reflect
the gay community as a whole.

Fund, said that, while the two organiza-

for gay marriage with the American

rights and recognition than non-mar'

hard for marriage equality.

Lambda Legal Defense and Education
Fund, which is leading the legal battles

of Education and Public Affairs,

It was left to Michael Adams, director

organizations,

stinging criticism of mainstream gay

economic framework," she said in a

212!:JW_lliLtalk about issues in a racial

issues that affect the black community

ple is married they are more worthy of

But, she added, they should be wary
of not reinforcing the idea that if a cou-

work for equal civil marriage rights,

said it was critical that gay activists

Whitlock, national representátI-~';; for
LGBT issues at the Friends Committee,

Continued from AGAINST MARRIAGE, all PAGE 7

Some question marriage
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Peter Staley and Or. Howard Grossman taking a break

As background, Mitchell noted that in
2002 meth was the leading cause òf
admission to substance abuse treatment

centers in California and meth was

implicated in 16 percent of drug.related

community we can no longer afford to
remain silent about what crystal is doing
The remainder of the morning was

filled with 2Q-miuute presentations by doc.

Educational Studies and Training, public .

Link between tina & STDs

Bureau of HIV I AIDS, was the driving force

Brett Larson, the uew director of the
City's Offce of Gay and Lesbian Health,

Coine, and were far more likely to tae pa
in sex parties, engage in unprotecte sex, and
be mv positive than non-tina usrs.

including GHB, Ecstasy, Ketamine and

al crysta users partae of other part dr,

She also found in both studies that alost

Northeast from 2002 to 200.

crystal use up substantially in the

the findings in _the San Francisco study.
Among other things, Hirschfeld found

and the other from October 200 to March
200, of crysta use by Sabina Hirschfeld of
the Medical and Health Research
Association of New York echoe many of

ple STD infections.
Two nationwide studies, one in mid.2002

users; and are at increased risk of multi-

lar syphils and HlV, than non.meth

more likely to contract STDs, in particu.

of meth users used it during sex; used
other drugs in addition to crystal; are

Fraucisco study showed the vast majority

According to Mitchell, the San

deaths in Sau Francisco. ~

3
B
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al crystal users mix it with other drugs,
"Meth users tend to hang out with other Dr. Antonio Urbina of St:Vicent Medical

ticipate in group sex ou meth, and almost Affects of tina on HIV+ men

high on crysta, but are more likely to par.

earlier this year.

event, the rirst of its kind in New York and
second ou the East Coast; Boston held one

Halitis says that studies in New York
have shown the typical meth user to be
highly sexual even before picking up the
drug, that they are as likely to engage in
unsafe sex when sober as when they are

on our side, n he emphasized,

experience tells us, however, that broad.
based education and prevention programs
don't work. They need to be targeted. We
need to get the bar and bath house owners

is a decade old, ar stil searching for ways
to deal with the problem, "San Francisco's

selors and service providers attended the

social workers, community activists, drug
treatment counselors, HIV I AIDS coun.

aud the Region II STD/HIV Prevention
Training Center. More than 200 doctors,

Meutal Hygiene and co-sponsored, by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

serious meth abuse in the gay community

director of the Center for HlV I AIDS

health offcials in San Frcisco, where

the city is ready to provide the necessary

Meth users already highly sexual
According to New York University
Professor Perry Halitis, who is also co.

tal meth addiction. .

ing or studying HIV, other STDs and crys.

tors and researchers who have been treat-

to us," he concluded.

tion and crystal use. The study sample was
1,316 self.identifed gay meu visiting San

conducted from N~)Vembcr 2002 to March
200 on the conneCtion between STD inec.

Francisco's Public Health Clinic,

of a year. It remains to be seen, however, if

York City's Department of Health and

Dr. Samuel Mitchell of the San

Francisco Department of Health gave an
overview of a study that his department

of partying themselves to death, ':As a

leadership and resoures to beat crystal.
The conference was organized by New

offcials and poliicians for the better part

gay men.

during the city's first conference to explore how to
deal with the growing problem of meth abuse among

it

t

"

again

.

One of Brett larsn's first acts as the gay liaison at the
city's Health Deparent, was to set up the confer'
ence on meth.

-

alost linmediately. "Most guys are in denia
about ils damoe, like 1 was" he said. "Luckily
someboy plauted a se of doubt which even.
tua grew 10 a desir to get sober."
In Staley's view, gay men are in danger

Accrdin to Staey, he bee addicte

jour. "I was told I would have the best sex
of my life on crysta," he added, "For many
gay men that's very hard to resist."

Understanding and Treating an Emerging
Health Crisis," held at New York University
last week, waled away with.
That's also the message a few voices have
been trying to get to New York City health
de

200 just as it was becoming the party drug

Staley says he started using crystal in

pants in a conference titled "Crysta Meth:

Those are the main messages partici-

tht way took him two yea.

for two ye, but gettin sobel' and Slaing

the tina users are unaware of how dangerous the drug is.

the city's gay community and that many of

admitted that he was addicte to crysta at
oue time and had engaged in une sex while
hig. He went on to sa that he has ben sober

What is clear, however, is that crystal

AGl UP Staey puled ño punches. He readiy

As he ha ben wont to since his days with

Peter Staley, whose ads on telephone
booths in Chelsea that said, "Huge Salel
Buy Crystal Get HIV for Fr," helped drag
the issue out from under the proverbial car.
pet, was the day's first speaker,

abuse is threatening to overwhelm many in

tal.use problem thai has hit New York,

responded in a timely innner to the crys.

ical profession and politicians have

The jury is stil out as to whether com.
munlty leaders, health offcial, the med-

same token, a quick response can save lives
by preventing a burgeoning health.care cri.
sis from gathering steam.

less suffering and, possibly, death. By the

slow response almost always means need-

tal abuse and high risk sexual behavior."
Larson went on to say that the confer-

ence was an important first step in helping
health care workers, socia workers and
other clinica prOViders understand crystal
addiction, identify peple with a crysta
problem and trat them,

The old saying "better late than never"
seldom applies to a health-care crisis. A

piCions about the connection between crys-

taday's coiûerence, have colÚrmed our sus-

studies, including a couple presented at

the health ca field iu New York are can.
eerned about," Larson said. "Several recent

abuse and the increase in STD infections,
including HIV, is something many of us in

By MARK GOEBEL

growing problem:

First city-sponsored
conference tackles a

Tina tal(escenter stage
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is the extensive brain damage, particular-

this point, he has few treatment options."

tal," the doctor said. "Unfortunately, at

a 19,year-old patient who caught a drug
resistant strain of HIV while high on crys-

drug-resistant strain of the virus. "I have

may also find themselves acquiring a

risk of acquiring STDs including HIV,

tive crystal users, who are at increased

Urbina went 'on to say that HIV-nega-

can cause," Urbina said. He added that
meth use makes it harder for the body to
fight off the HIV virus.

ly HIV-associated dementia, crystal use
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long,lasting effects on HIV-positive people

"Perhaps the most devastating and

that isn't smart either," Urbina said.

their HI meds for a party weekend, but

have been three deaths of HIV-positive men
attributed to the mixing of the meth and an
antiviral drug. "I've heard of guys forgoing

meth and antiviral drugs, particularly
Norvir, can be fatal, He noted that there

According to Urbina, the combination of

HIV-positive users,

tationoutlning the effects of crystal on

Continued from TINA, on PAGE 3
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running or planned for the near future,

out what treatment services they are currently providing, the education programs

Representatives of the organizations laid

ment and education programs.

launched crystal meth intervention, treat-

Community Health Center - have

Crisis, the Center, and Callen. Lorde

service providers - Gay Men's Health

Three of the city's most important gay

compulsivity. .

treatment, Internet Sex &HIV, and sexual

shops were held including strategies for

In the afternoon, a v.ariety of work-

. lJ

see al the people who want to be seen."

problem has to wait that long," she said,
"We need more funding to pay for staf to

comes to us ready to deal with their crystal

"It is outrageous that somebody who

Research, cal the sitution uncceptable,

Organizational Development, Planing and

, Barbara Warren, the Center's Dirctor for

gram that in runs with CHEST.

and their community outreach efforts.
All three say they are overwhelmed by
the demand for their services. The Center,
fOl-example, has a two-week waiting period for its crystal meth intervention pro-

City-sponsored conference explores gay men and meth
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more diffcult and
messy than getting big biceps. In
any case, that's
what my twicemorph - a stocky frame with bigger
arms, chest, back and shoulders, and abs.

emphasized the upper body, speifcay

1111 Boin I Hoiie

U IfHH\II:\(,

(212) 803-5432

sions are for. But

that's another story
I alternated between doing arms and

Six days a week seemed more than

Chotherapy sesenough time in the gy,

pounds ofT, served as a legs workout.

weekly psy-

al muscle is a lot
ed to my body typ. I am more of an endo-

than average legs - so my regiment

building emotion-'

first had to come up with a routine suit.

Unfortunately,

between my .ears.

More than anything weightlifting
involves discipline and goo technique, I

plements were out.

hly need to work on
thé part of my body

Clearly, I proba.

boyfriend?

where's the new

body beautiful

Now that I have a

remains unanswered.

work one question

cally steroids, and other workout sup-

decision to forgo a trainer, I wanted to
build muscle through hard work alone.
Protein drinks, creatine, most emphati-

Now it was time to bulk up. Like my

Firs, slim down. Then, bulk up.

NF.W YORK
I continued to run 15 miles a week
CAll FOR MOllE INFOiuV.T1üN ...NO TO REGI::,F.Rwhich, in addition to keeping the

EROTIC AOVENTUnES
FOn TilE SOUL

boy that I didn't paicully aspir to.
Of course. not al trainers are over.

an hour to be motivated by a guy with a

despite all the hard

Unfortunately,

to shed enough weight that I was able to

I was determined to get myself in

shape without a triner. It's not tht I am
cheap. It just semed crazy to spend $5
get back into my 32.inch waist pats.

sae with ra exceptions

for desert or a hamburger.

en caesar, light on the dressing.
It took about th month of serious

It's not rocket science!
31lmile a week running and a strict diet

remains pretty much the

quent tue ups, So, I continue

to go the gym at least four
days a week and my diet

and when in doubt I ordered the chick.

for Tasti Delight, red meat was a no-no,

had my work cut out for me.

constant attention and fre-

expensive German ca. It nee

, want it to be is like ownin an

once you got it to where you

My work wasn't finished, how.
ever. Keeping a boy in shape

Now, the real work sta

carbohydrates. Sweets were out except

my cardio routine. Little or no' fat or

My diet was as straightforward as

could check out people,

also helped here, as did TVs mounted
about the treadmils. As a last resort, I

treadmil. Tak about tedious. Music

planks that span the Pines, In short, I

didn't want to be a morta threat to the

would be stepping of the ferry, and I

the waist. ,In a few short.months,

is usually psychological, not around

On top of that, I had committed to a
share on Fire Island where great bodies
are a dime a dozen and excess baggage

views of the people in the park.
In the colder months, I stuck to the

And, more importanily, it was just in
time for the summer season.

only in the Rambles. I ran the six.mile
Park loop the opposite way most bikers,

to getting a musled toned boy.

and abs ready for the dating scene.

place when there was a grter incentive

Afer three months, I began to see
Signifcant results. i was muscled toned

during the warmer months when the
place is loaded with hot guys, and not

zines helped as well.

work a machine or lift a weight.
Consulting fitness books and maga.

As for technique, I discretely posi.
tioned myself next to trainers while
they explained to their clients how to

walked on the gym floor.

from exceptional circumstances; for
instance, when my latest obsession

cruising was usualy verboten aside

also meant tht chatting with friends or

body, so I did more reps with less weight
than your average gym bunny. Generaly
speaking that works out to four reps and
two diferent exercises per body par,
I wanted to get though my weight lift.
ing routine in an hour, so I rested about a
minute between reps. A 6Ominute limit

would be less difcult than toning my

The building up of muscle mass

decade, forget it.

don't have the muscle flavor of the

to have them all and in bulk, but if you

hair) was to the '70s. No doubt it's best

and God knows what (other than facial

were to the '90s, chest was to the '80s,

are to the current decade what arms

Every day was an abs day since ahs

der, so I paired those hody parts up with
the ones I found doing less onerous.

It also helped to run in Central Park

joggers do to stave ofT boredom before
Sony invented the Walkman?)

bladders and runners do for the best

there probably ha never ben a time or

fu dati sæne. In the hitory of man,

a bufed, six.pack obses, boy.beauti.

cap of absentee gy goers), I was facing

Afer 3 ye of not.so-blisul marriage (I was in the drwning-sorrws

a date, in 21st century gay New York.

have worked in Victorian England, but
it wasn't going to get me laid, let alone

utes of endorphin rush, jogging can be
boring. So I neeed added incentive,
Running with music is great. (What did

Unfortunately, other than a few min.

than four hours, so cardia was the easy
part. I just had to ramp up my running.

parting was not such sweet sorrow sev.
eral years ago, I had hallooned to a
Jovian 180 pounds from a pre.relation.

ship 165 pounds. Being shapely may

I had always been a big jogger. In the
early 90s, I ran three marathons in less

When my last boyfriend decided that

and exercise more.

have to burn off more calories in a day
than you tae in. Translation: eat less

weight.loss programs, shedding
pounds isn't rocket science. You simply

they

are under a layer of flesh?
Despite the confusing plethora of

What's the point of having good abs if

my body, I first had to lose some weight.

looking for somebody to explain to me
why so many trainers or abs instructors are so out of shape.
In any case, first things first. Before
focusing on building muscle or toning

done or undercooked. But I am stil

drown your sorrows than gorging on
food and boozing it up.

the rocks, there's no better way to

why hother with the gym? And if it's on

If a relationship is good; we figure,

equal additional body fat.

good, bad or indifferent, does seem to

Yet for the majority of us relationship,

far gone as straight married men.
After all we have higher standards.

pot. We don't ever let ourselves get as

a reason for letting their bodies go to

most gay men being in one seems to be

What is it about relationships? For

By MARK GOEBEL

From fat to phat
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back one day and chest and shoulders
the other. I hated doing back and shoul.
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